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I have no right to be less than who I am                          
I have no right to be less than a sunshine 
I have no right  to be less than the divine                        
Cause it´s your rigth to get my reflection of true light  
 

Cause like an angel  - I have to bring the warmth 
Like an angel  - I have to bring true love 
Like an angel  - I am a messenger of love 
And  it is your right - to get my reflection of true light.        

 
It is our right  - Bring your reflection of true light 
It is our right  - Here is my reflection of true light 
It is our joy  - Bring your reflection of true light 
It is our joy  - Here is my reflection of true light 
 

You have no right  to be less -  honour that you´re strong  
You have no right to take emotions on 
Claim your light  being sacred and divine  
Your natural right  be a sun   a true delight  
 

Cause like an angel  -  you have to bring the warmth 
Like an angel  - you  have to bring true love 
Like an angel  -  you are  a messenger of love 
And it  is your right  -  to have our  reflection of true light 

 
It is our right  - Bring your reflection of true light 
It is our right  - Here is my reflection of true light 
It is our joy  - Bring your reflection of true light 
It is our joy  - Your are a messenger of love 

              
It is our right  - Bring your reflection of true light 
It is our right  - Here is my reflection of true light 
It is our joy  - Bring your reflection of true light 
It is our joy  - You are a messenger of love       

 
Messenger - -  Messenger of the heart   -   Messenger - Messenger  from heaven  
 
SOLO  
 
It is our right to have your reflection of true light                           
Your natural right  to get a message form heaven 
It is that spark that ignites all inner hearts   
With your lived light  the whole univers expands 
 

It is our right  - To get my reflection of true light 
It is our right  - Here is my reflection of true light 
It is a joy  - To get my reflection of true joy 
It is a joy  - Here is my reflection of true joy 

 
It is our right  - Bring your reflection of true light 
It is our right  - Be a reflection of true light 
It is a joy  - Bring your reflection of true joy 
It is a joy  - Be a reflection of true joy 
 
Messenger 


